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ABSTRACT 

The groundwater constitutes an important resource of supply in drinking 
water. However these resources are more and more threatened by the pollution 
emanating from anthropogenics activities. By taking into account this big risk of 
pollution, the protection of these resources became necessary to safeguard their 
quality in the long run,. This protection can be assured by  demarcation of the 
vulnerable zones to pollution. Seen the complexity of mechanisms governing  
pollution, the multitude and the variability of the questioned factors, the vulnerability 
is defined and used in a very different way. In this work, we propose an approach 
based on three main parameters :  rate of recharge,  degree of purge of the polluting 
product and its  transit time. An application of this adapted method is under 
investigation, on the plain of Gharb in Morroco, with use of a geographic information 
systems (SIG). 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

The groundwater pollution constitutes at present a priority either as in  
national or international scale. This pollution generated by the urban, industrial and 
agricultural activities could present a grave danger to the environment and in 
particular to the health service when reaching critical levels. Knowing that the rural 
world and several cities are furnished with drinking water from groundwater table and 
considering the big potential risk of pollution, it is necessary to control  constantly the 
quality of these water’s resources and to foresee means of long-term protection. Due 
to the difficulties connected to techniques of cleanup and to their cost, the protection 
imposes, first of all,  a precautionary measures which pass by drawing up a maps  
tools  delimiting  the vulnerable zones to pollution. So, one can to direct the planning 
of territory and at the same time facilitate the application of a precise measure in case 
of emergency.  

The notion of vulnerability of the groundwater table was initially introduced 
by J.Margat in 1960. Then, various studies were made and numerous models were 
developed according to miscellaneous approaches [Lallemand-Barres,1994], [J.Vrba 
and A. Zaporozec,1994…ect]  The word vulnerability was defined and used in a very 
different way [Margat,1968 ; Albinet & Monition,1970 ; Foster,1987 ; Pettyjohn &  
al, 1991 ; U.S. Protection Agency environment,1993 ; Robins & al, 1994 ; 
Civita,1994,  Gilbrich,1994 ; Gogu & al, 1998...ect]. Besides, differences also appear 
in the conception. Some authors, considered it as an  intrinsic property of aquifers and 
defined it in connection with the environment. Others consider that it is connected to 
the specific property of contaminants independently of the use of soil. However, some 
other authors associated it to the human activities and to the agro-pedological quality 
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of grounds’ surface. Seen the variety of  terminology and to escape the confusion, 
some other authors substitutes the term of vulnerability by  sensibility [Vrba & 
Zaporozec,1994; Gogu & Dassargues,1998]. Therefore, the previous mentioned  
methods were developed following numerous approaches going globally from 
sophisticated models, by  processes occurring in the natural middle by affecting a 
weight to the determining factors (soil, geology, depth of the tablecloth…etc). Review 
of main methods approaches, allows to split them into three groups [Gogu & 
Dassargues, 1998] : Methods based on models of  simulation, Methods of 
superimposing and index,  statistical Methods.  

It was taken into account  that factors are very diversified and different in 
number and in kind. By basing itself on this diversification of concepts and factors 
Vrba and Zaporozec grouped the main methods in three categories:  Hydrogeological 
Complex and Setting methods (HCS),  Analogical Relation (AR) , Parametric System 
Methods ( PSM). According to the choice of factors and  methods of allocation of 
index,  last method is divided into three under groups: Matrix System (MR) -Rating 
System (R.S) - Count System Models (P.C.S.M). 

From this brief analysis and  other published one [Vrba & Zaporozec, 1994 ; 
Robin, 1998] it is clear that these methods are applied to cartography of  vulnerability. 
The obtained representation allows an analysis of potentially risk zones. But methods 
translating vulnerability by indicated factors present in particular major 
inconveniences living in the fact that  they: Translate in a simple way the effect of 
various factors by considering that they are   linearly  connected, there is subjectivity 
in the affectation of the weight of  factors and in the level-headedness and there is  a 
redundancy of some factors taken  into account . 

However, seen multitude and  variability of parameters involved in transport 
of pollutant, the appreciation of  contribution of  various factors is not simple, because 
the pollution of groundwater depends on numerous factors connected to   physical 
middle and  anthropogenics activities. In this paper, we propose another method of 
vulnerability based on three parameters connected  to the transport of  pollutant:  time 
of transit T made by the pollutant to affect groundwater table, the C’p concentration  
showing the degree  of the pollutant in the groundwater  and the recharge, noted by 
R’, which constitutes the vector of polluting transport. We quantified this 
vulnerability with an index  Iv , who is expressed according to the following three 
parameters:  degree of  recharge of the groundwater table dR ('R/R), degree of purge 
C’p/Cp and  inverse of the water transit time T of infiltration  through the unsaturated 
zone. It is clear that  time T, concentration Cp ' and refill R ' depend on various 
parameters characterizing  studied middle (nature of  soil, slope, covered plant…etc) 
and also of the nature of the pollutant.  

VULNERABILITY INDEX DEFINITION 
To define  vulnerability, we leave from a qualitative evaluation of the 

mechanisms of polluting transport based on a layer  crossed middle approach. This 
middle is subdivided into horizontal coats in which physical, chemical and biologic 
processes take place simultaneously. The migration of  polluting substances borrows 
the following zones (fig. 1) : 
-The interface soil, which constitutes the domain of polluting activities; 
-The unsaturated  zone, which is the domain of vertical transfer; 
- The  saturated  zone, which is the place of the distribution and the dilution of the 
pollution. 
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Polluting substances pass inevitably by infiltration through the soil and the 
unsaturated zones. Besides, these two zones are characterized by a permeability and a 
natural power of purge. This very particular specificity confers them the role of a 
completely natural filter. According to its degree of protection, this coat could as a 
consequence ease  or  totally stop  contagion affecting the groundwater table. Of this 
fact an original interest must be brought to this coat. With this optics, in  adaptation of 
this method, we consider only  first  two zones (ZIS and ZNS), and  that the   
vulnerability is strictly bound to following parameters: 

-The degree of recharge of groundwater table dR ('R/R), representing effective 
infiltration; 
-The degree of purge C’p/Cp (report of concentration of pollutant C’p with which 
water of infiltration affect the groundwater table and initial concentration Cp). 
-The inverse of  travel  time  T that the water made to reach the groundwater table by 
infiltration via unsaturated zone.  

To quantify this vulnerability, we adopt the following simple definition:  a 
given zone is vulnerable if a pollutant reaches the groundwater table at a very short 
time and with a high concentration (exceeding the limits of potability). For this we 
propose an index  of vulnerability Iv  expresses by  equation (1): 

  Iv  =  αααα1/T +   ββββ C’p/Cp + γγγγR’/R    (1) 
     Iv  =  αααα1/T +    ββββdE  +  γγγγdR 
Where T is the  transit  time  dependent on factor speed  and 1/T (inverse of T) is 
supposed undimension , since 1 is assumed to be a time ; C’p/Cp : report of inlet and 
outlet concentrations corresponding to the degree  of pure noted dE and R’/R degree 
of recharge dR. α, β and γ, index of time, index of purge and index of recharge 
respectively, are positive index chosen by such sort to favour one factor with regard to 
the others. Factors degree of purge and transit time  condition strongly the index of 
vulnerability. For that  reason we set α =β =2 and γ =1. Calculation of this index  Iv  
allows the comparison of vulnerability from a zone to the other one. As a 
consequence a zone Z1 is called more vulnerable than a zone Z2 if the index 
vulnerability Iv1 is superior to Iv2. 

The evaluation of vulnerability of a given zone can be made by calculating the 
index  of vulnerability which need the knowledge of three parameters (T, C’p/Cp , 
R’/R) in the complete  zone. However, this is  only possible  by  using  coupled  
models of drainage and transport. Indeed, in absence of models and to make the 
method  of easy usage, this parameters can be approached  by intermediary  of  main 
factors which most influence them.  

The  degree of recharge is influenced by mains factors identified   the  soil 
interface, such as slope and  cover  plant. By  taking  only these two factors, two 
scenarios can be  presented : 

* Effective recharge  is very weak or nil which means that the alimentation is very 
weak or negligible. Particularly  it is the case of a zone in  very strong slope, and / or 
very  developed vegetation. The degree of refill will be very insignificant in  such 
zone which could  be little vulnerable. 
* Effective recharge is important and as a consequence the degree dR ('R/R) will be 
nearby of 1, which corresponds to a good refill of the groundwater table. This 
situation meets in particular  in  case of a zone in weak or very weak slope and in 
absence of vegetation. In that case, the zone is susceptible to be very vulnerable and 
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the importance of  vulnerability index  Iv will depend on both other factors T and 
C’p/Cp.  

The degree of purge C’p/Cp, depends to the  purifier power of the coat,  noted 
Md by Rhesé [Rhesé, 1977]. According to the importance of this last one, the purge 
can be totally or partially in the coat which respectively characterizes zones in weak 
and in strong vulnerability. 

The transit time T depends on the speed of infiltration.  As it increases the 
protection of groundwater table is better  and  the vulnerability is very  weak and vice 
versa. 

DETERMINATION OF PARAMETERS R’/R, C’p/Cp and T. 
      -The recharge parameter 'R/R. 

The recharge of a groundwater table is not simple to quantify, although it can 
be estimated  by several methods (balance water, isotope methods…etc) [Lener, 
1990]. Besides,  topographic slope  and  covered plant play a dominating role in  the 
refill of the  superficial groundwater table. For that purpose and for qualify this 
recharge,  their influence should be search in priority. 

* Influence of the slope.  

  The slope of soil interface influences in an inverse sense of the groundwater 
recharge. One considers that the refill  is unimportant if the slope exceeds a critical 
threshold p°. However, this threshold is not rather simple  to be determined because it  
interferes with  other factors : covered vegetable, nature of soil…etc. Which explains 
the disparity of the values taken into account in numerous studies  (6 % [Duchaufour, 
1994] ; 0.1 %-0.2 % [F.A.O, 1968] and  25 % -10 %, [Doerfliger, 1996]). In herein 
the value of 6 % was admitted. For the cartography of this parameter,  the following 
classes will be adopted (tab.1):      

Slope Recharge Vulnerability 
>20%  Very week Very week 

6-20 %  Week Week  
3-6 % Important Strong 
< 3%  Very important Very strong 

     Tab. 1  Influence of  slope on the recharge and vulnerability. 
 

* Influence of the  vegetal cover  
Vegetal cover influences significantly the recharge of an aquifer by multiple 

effects,  such as  structuring of soil,  improvement of its permeability [Roose, 1994], 
sampling of  water and  nourishing elements [Musy & Soutter, 1991], forming of 
humus and  organo-metal complex [Sanchez-Pérez & Trémolières ; 1996]; [Tavant & 
al, 1989]; [Chamayou & al, 1989]. Besides, these multiple and opposing  effects are 
difficult to be taken into account. For that purpose, one considers only that the 
quantity of water  pumped by vegetal cover is proportional to its density and  the 
recharge varies  in an  inverse sense of it (Tab.2). During the cartography of this 
parameter, one contents itself with distinction between following the entities: forest 
(strong density), pasturage (average density), cultivated fields  ( weak density) and 
nude soil. 
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Vegetal cover  
    

Recharge Vulnerability 

Forest (density strong)  Very weak Very weak 
Pasturage (density average) Weak Weak 

Zone cultivated ( weak density) Important Strong 
Nude soil Very important Very strong 

 
Tab.2: Effect of the vegetation on  recharge and vulnerability. 

 
    - The degree of purge  parameter  C’p/Cp. 

 The concentration C’p can be either calculated by the resolution of the 
dispersal equation or approached by means of the power purifier Md. In unsaturated 
middle the stream of solution expresses classically itself  by  the following dispersal 
equation (2):  
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Then, the  Cp’ can be calculated by Cp’= C (T) where C is the concentration  
calculated by  dispersal equation at the moment T. 

The degree of purge (C’p/Cp) is bound particularly  the nature of  the pollutant 
and  power purifier of the coat. This last one, noted Md,  is calculated along the 
vertical route by an empirical method proposed by Reshé [Reshé, 1977] which  is (3):  

 Md = $\sum $ hj*Ij  (3) 

with hj: Thickness of the coat ; Ij: index of purge, is  defined for difference types of 
materials . 

On the vertical route (Tab. 3), purge is total, if Md > 1 and by there the zone is 
for weak vulnerability; and if it is lower than  (Md < 1), purge is partial or nil. In these 
last two cases, the zone is considered as vulnerable and the degree of vulnerability is 
dependent on the transit time T which conditions  delays of intervention in the case of 
a dangerous pollution. 
 

Power of purge Degree C’p/Cp Purge  Vulnerability 
Md >1 Weak (neighbor of 0) Total Very weak  
Md<1 Hardly (neighbor of 1) Partial Strong 

Tab 3 : The  influence of the power purge on the vulnerability 
 

- The transit time parameter T 
The transit  time T of a pollutant since the surface of the soil up to the 

groundwater table is bound at the speed of infiltration. One considers that the average 
transit speed (Vm) through the unsaturated zone is connected to  its thickness H and  
to the  travel time T, which are conditioned by several factors. One has then  (4):   

 
T
HVm =       and   

Vm
HT =                 (4) 

 The instance speed could be calculated by means of the generalized Darcy equation 
in the  porous not saturated  zone by (5) :  
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  V= -K(θ ). grad h   or  V= -K (h) grad h             (5) 
 
The difficulty of estimation of the parameter time of transit T, does not only lie in the 
multitude of questioned factors and the complexity of their obtaining but also in the 
choice of speed has to be considered. To facilitate the calculation, this parameter is 
going to be calculated according to the thickness of the crossed coverage and the 
speed of infiltration  characterizing every type of materials  [Roux & Reshé ; Maxe & 
Johansson…etc]. One considers, besides, the following distribution, which is fixed in 
connection with the time of elimination of some bacteria and the virus pathogenic for 
the human [Pekdeger & Matthess, 1982] ( Tab.4). 
 

Time ( day) Vulnerability 
<1  Extreme 

5-10 Very important 
10-50 Important 
50-275 Weak 
>365 Very weak 

     Tab 4 :  Repartition of vulnerability  of function  of transit  time (T) 

 
  METHODOLOGY OF THE CARTOGRAPHY OF THE VULNERABILITY   

The vulnerability of a given zone can be represented by two manners:  

*by calculating the index of vulnerability (Iv), if we have in each position of 
the zone the results of  the parameters T, C’p/Cp and of R’/R which can be done 
numerically by  modeling the coupled drainage and transport equations. The 
calculated index is going to be represented according to the three classes [ 0-1.5 ], 
[1.5-3] and [3-5], characterizing respectively zones with weak, strong and very strong 
vulnerability. 
  *by the overall of the thematic maps of the explanatory factors of both zones 
(ZIS and ZNS). Besides, the qualitative analysis of these factors engenders two maps 
of vulnerability characterizing both zones. Confrontation between these two maps 
leads  to  elaboration  of  final vulnerability map. Then, this will be coupled with the 
map from the sources of pollution to end in the determination of zones at risk. Seen 
multitude and variability of  questioned factors, the use of a system of geographic 
information would facilitate enormously their cartography.  

Leaving the interface soil, which is the place of any polluting activity, the 
analysis of effect of every factor is made in following way (fig: 2). The  effect of  
interface soil on the vulnerability will be characterized according to effect of both 
determining factors (slope and cover plant) on the recharge. We obtain the following 
situations : 
 

  Class of slope (%) Class of cover plant 
 <3  3-6  6-20 >20  Forest pasturage Field culturs Nude soil 
 P1 P2 P3 P4 C1 C2 C3 C4 

Recharge V.Im  Im.  W V.W V.W W  Im V.Im 
V.Im : very important, Im : important , V.W : very weak, W : weak. 

The effect of coat interface soil on the vulnerability is analyzed according to the 
following situations and while favoring the effect of  slope ( Tab.5) : 
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Soil interface  Vulnerability 
 Very strong Strong Weak Very weak 

Class of slopes P1+P2 P1+P2 P3+P4 P3+P4 
Class of cover plant C3+C4 C1+C2 C3+C4 C1+C2 
Class  soil interface ZIS1 ZIS2 ZIS3 ZIS4 
 Tab.5 : global influence of interface soil on the vulnerability. 

 
In the case of both first classes of  interface soil (ZIS1 and ZIS2), the zone is 
susceptible to be very vulnerable, but it is necessary to see the effect of  unsaturated 
coat. Indeed, this coat could, under some circumstances, have a triple action (filter, 
plug, retarding). This zone influences vulnerability index through two parameters,  
degree of purge C’p/Cp and transit time T. These two parameters can be estimated for 
every coat  of unsaturated zone. The determination, in the exit of every under coat 
(Zi) of unsaturated zone, of concentration C’pi and of time Ti is  impossible without 
applying models of drainage and transport. Besides,  and in absence of models, the 
influence of this zone could be also characterized according to the effect of both 
determining factors (power  purifier Md and transit time T) on the vulnerability. So, 
we obtain following situations. 
 

Power purifier Transit time T (days) 

Md1>1 Md2<1 T1<1 5<T2>10 10<T3>50 50<T4>275 T5>365 

ZSN 
 
 

Vulnerabil
ity 

Weak Strong Extreme  Very 
strong 

Strong Weak Very 
weak 

 
The combination of  effect of both factors (Md and T) us led to four classes of 
vulnerability characterizing the unsaturated zone ( Tab.6): 
 

  Class of vulnerability 
  Very strong Strong  Weak Very weak 

Class of Md  Md2 Md2 Md1+ Md2 Md1 
Class of time T1+T2 T2+T3 (T1+T2+T3) et 

(T4+T5) 
 T4+T5 

Class of ZNS  ZNS1 ZNS2 ZNS3 ZNS4 
Tab.6 : The global influence of unsaturated zone on the vulnerability. 

 
The confrontation between the obtained maps from both zones (ZIS and ZNS) 

leads to the elaboration of final vulnerability map. This presents three classes of 
vulnerability distributed in  following final way (Tab.7). 
 Class of vulnerability 
  Very strong  Strong  Weak 
Class ZIS  ZIS1+ZIS2 ZIS1+ZIS2 ZIS3+ZIS4 
Class ZNS ZNS1+ZNS2 ZNS3+ZNS4  ZNS1+ZNS2+ 

ZNS3+ZNS4 
Color Reed Orange Green 
Tab.7 :  Global effect of coat ( ZIS+ZNS) on  vulnerability 
 
CONCLUSION 

To estimate vulnerability to pollution of a given zone, several approaches was 
proposed [Vrba & Zaporozec, 1994]; [Gogu & al, 1998]. In this paper we introduced 
an index of vulnerability, defined from three parameters bound to  transport of 



 

pollutants (T, dE, dR). The determination of this index requires resolution of an 
equation of type drainage/transport. However it  is possible to give approximations of 
it according to the characteristics of the studied zone. It allows to draw up a map of 
vulnerability. An application of this method is in progress on the case of  plain of  
gharb ( Morocco). 
 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 1 Plan of contagion of groundwater  
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Fig : 2 Methodological organization 
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